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1
Introduction

The VARA/NPS broadcasting associations challenged a group of artists to re-
vive one of the halls of the NET3 building in Hilversum. An artist came up with
the idea to create a moving sculpture, for now called the ‘HalObject’. He turned
to the University of Technology at Eindhoven (TUe) with the request to develop
the underlying technical infrastructure. The TUe accepted this and the Halob-
ject became one of the design projects for students to work on. Student groups
studied on walkingmechanisms, sensors, feelers and character for a year. Then
a small group started the first realization phase of the creature. The complete
mechanical framework, electrical system and operator panel were created. Fur-
thermore the basic control software was developed. Currently the second phase
is in progress. This phase focusses on creation of the needed software to let the
HalObject walk autonomously in a space without bumping into stationary or
moving objects. The final goal is an autonomous robot which interacts with its
environment via sensors (light, sound, distance).

From an artistic point of view the number of sensors in the outer skin of the
HalObject has to be minimized. The moving sculpture must look as smooth
as possible. Previous student groups concluded that the use of a limited num-
ber of ultrasonic sensors in combination with a so called radio fence system
should be sufficient to guarantee a safe walk [7]. Figure 1.1 shows the sensor
configuration of the Halobject and the surrounding space.

Safety is an important aspect of the technical development, the distance mea-
surements of the ultrasonic sensors must be trustworthy all the time. Unfortu-
nately this is not always the case, thus a thorough analysis of the sensor signal
is needed to make sure that the measurement data is correct. When the data
is analyzed, the sensor status can be reported to the obstacle recognition or
avoidance modules at a higher level of control. The main goal of this trainee-
ship can be summarized as follows: Investigate the signal properties of ultrasonic
sensors and design a tool which uses this knowledge to detect objects in both the work
area as the blind zone of ultrasonic sensors. Further design and implementation
of obstacle recognition and avoidance algorithms is beyond the scope of this
traineeship.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic top view of the hall in the NET3 building

Chapter 2 discusses the characteristics of the ultrasonic sensors in detail. The
main question is: Are the sensors always capable of detecting objects in front
of the HalObject? Or, is extra signal processing necessary to ensure safe opera-
tion? The so called ‘blind zone’ of the sensors is discussed also. Chapter 3 will
discuss two methods for blind zone detection. One method will employ a spec-
tral analysis to detect objects inside the blind zone, the second scheme uses
only time-domain signal information. Some test cases are defined in chapter
4 to asses the performance of both methods. The final chapter discusses the
results and concludes which method is best for blind zone detection.
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2
Ultrasonic Sensors

An ultrasonic sensor emits a short, high frequent sound pulse beyond the au-
dible hearing range (> 16kHz). This sound pulse travels to the object and the
reflection returns as an echo to the sensor. The time difference between emis-
sion and reception of the sound pulse is used to calculate the distance. These
acoustic sensors are often used for obstacle detection in robotics. One major
advantage is that almost any material will be detected.

To obtain measurement data which is accurate and reproducible, several as-
pects have to be taken into account:

• Temperature effects;

• Crosstalk;

• Unwanted reflections;

• Work area of the sensor;

• Blind zone;

Because the speed of sound is temperature dependent, temperature changes
affect distance measurements. In case of the Halobject a temperature com-
pensation feature is integrated in the sensors. Furthermore, the sculpture will
operate indoors at a nearly constant room temperature. Therefore the temper-
ature effects will be neglected here.

The effect that one sensor emits a sound pulse and another sensor receives this
signal is called ‘crosstalk’. This will result in faulty readings. The cause is often
that the detection cones (see Figure 2.1) intersect. A solution is adjusting the
layout of the sensors such that no intersection occurs. Also when concurrent
measurements of two sensors are avoided, the crosstalk can be eliminated.

It is possible that the echo of an emitted sound pulse reaches the sensor via un-
wanted reflections. Previous experiments (see [5]) already showed that the floor
reflects a small amount of the sound pulses. These reflections are sometimes

3
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Figure 2.1: Detection cone of an ultrasonic sensor. The dark gray area can be used
with most reflectors, the light gray area is only usable with very good reflectors
(e.g. large plates).

received and cause extra measurement noise. The introduction of a small an-
gle between the sensor and the floor (±6-7deg) reduces these unwanted floor
reflections.

According to the sensor documentation, obstacles are only detected within the
working area. This area has a three dimensional cone shape as depicted in fig-
ure 2.1. The shape of the cone is dependent on the object geometry. Small and
narrow objects will be difficult to detect compared to large plates. The detection
cone for a cilinder will be smaller than for a large plate. Some measurements
are performed here to check the size of the detection cone. Especially the min-
imal angle between the acoustic axis of the sensors and the object surface will
be examined. This will be done for plates and human legs. With the results
of these measurements it is possible to compare the performance of the sen-
sors in practice against the specifications. Also the accuracy of the distance
measurements will be discussed, see section 2.1.

The tip of the detection cone does not start at the sensor surface. The distance
between the cone tip and sensor surface is referred to as the blind zone. The
sensor output is undefined when objects are present inside the blind zone.
In section 2.2 this signal will be identified and the possibilities for obstacle
detection inside the blind zone will be discussed.

2.1 Sensor accuracy in work area

In theory the sensor output y[V ] should increase linearly with the measured
distance x[mm], according to equation 2.1. A microprocessor integrated with
the sensors performs this calculation for every distance measurement.

y(x) ≡

{

ymax

Wfar−Wnear
x for Wnear < x < Wfar

ymax for x > Wfar
(2.1)

with these parameters (see also fig 2.2 and table 2.1):
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2.1 Sensor accuracy in work area

ymax maximal value of sensor output [V ]
Wnear near window margin [mm]
Wfar far window margin [mm]

This implies that the sensor output is not defined for x < Wnear. This is
correct, since distances smaller than the near window margin cannot be deter-
mined when the near window margin is set to the boundary of the blind zone.
The blind zone can be artificially extended by increasing the near window mar-
gin, the output will then be suppressed to 0V in the area between the blind
zone boundary and the near window margin.

Eq. 2.1 can easily be inverted to calculate the distance x from sensor output
y, which results in Eq. 2.2. The distance must be corrected by the size of the
blind zone b[mm]. The quotient (Wfar −Wnear)/ymax is also referred to as the
sensor slope.

x(y) =
Wfar − Wnear

ymax
y + b with 0 < y < ymax (2.2)

→
o
u
tp
u
t
[V

]

0

near window margin

→ distance [m]

far window margin

10

acoustic axis

work areablind zone

Figure 2.2: Definition of sensor parameters.

The Halobject uses two types of ultrasonic sensors supplied by Sensorpartners
from Eindhoven. These types will be referred to as ’small’ and ’large’. Table 2.1
lists the main specifications (see Appendix D for the datasheets).

To determine the sensor accuracy in the working area a series of experiments
are carried out. The actual sensor output voltage will be compared to the cal-
culated voltage, using Eq. 2.1. Also the relation between the reflection angle1

1The reflection angle is the angle between the acoustic axis of an ultrasonic sensor and the
object surface.
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small large

sensor type mic-301/IU/HV/M30 mic-601/IU/HV/M30
near window margin [mm] 320 570
far window margin [mm] 3000 6000
detection range [mm] 3000 6000

Table 2.1: Ultrasonic sensor specifications (the near window margin is set at the
blind zone boundary).

and accuracy is evaluated. Two types of reflectors are used to test the sensors:
a large plate and human legs. The blind zone signal will be measured for sta-
tionary and moving objects.

The test setup consists of a cart with an adjustable bracket to mount the ultra-
sonic sensors. The bracket is setup to resemble the mount points in the Halob-
ject shell. The bracket can rotate around a vertical axis. This yaw movement
is introduced to simulate the yaw motion while the HalObject is walking. A
TUeDacs system is used for data acquisition. Figure 2.3 depicts the test setup.

γ

Figure 2.3: A four wheeled cart with ultrasonic sensors as test setup(γ = yaw
angle).

2.1.1 Large plate

First a large plate [1m × 1, 5m] is placed in front of the sensors and while
increasing the distance with steps of 200mm, distance measurements are per-
formed. The reflection angle is set at 90o, the yaw angle of the bracket is held
constant a 0o. A single measurement is averaged over a few thousand samples.
The results are depicted in figure 2.4.

The maximal difference between the calculated output and the measurements
is 0.076V and 0.096V for respectively the small and large sensor. This cor-
responds to 21mm and 53mm distance. The average errors are 0.040V and
0.059V (11mm and 32mm). The reflection angle will now be decreased with
steps of 5o. The results are summarized in table 2.2.
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Figure 2.4: Sensor output with the acoustic axis perpendicular to the object sur-
face.

reflection Small sensor Large sensor
angle [deg] average [V ] maximal [V ] average [V ] maximal [V ]

90 0.040 0.076 0.059 0.096
85 0.052 0.192 0.061 0.122
80 0.050 0.144 0.058 0.118
75 0.383 4.101 0.119 0.585
70 1.648 8.618 0.919 7.114

Table 2.2: Absolute difference between calculated and measured sensor output.

The table shows that at an angle of 75o the small sensor begins to overlook
objects. This can also be explained by the fact that the detection area is not
an exactly cone shaped. The large sensor has a wider detection cone, which
results in smaller errors. However when using ultrasonic sensors, an angle
smaller than 75o should be avoided. I.e. the tip angle of the detection cone is
maximal 30o.

2.1.2 People

The ultrasonic sensors aremounted approximately 0.15m above the floor. When
people are walking in front of the Halobject, the sensors will have to detect the
legs of people. The detection cone for cilinders is narrower than for large plates.
A simple experiment is carried out to show the sensor output when a person
walks trough the detection cone, perpendicular to the acoustic axis. The test
cart is located approximately 3.7m from a large plate. When the sensors are
activated, a person walks through the detection cone. With equation 2.2 the
sensor output distance is calculated. Figure 2.5 shows the results.
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Figure 2.5: People traversing the detection cone

According to the test setup of figure 2.3 the small sensor is mounted tot left of
the large sensor. At the start both sensors output a constant signal, the large
sensor detects a plate at 3.7m and the small sensor detects nothing and there-
fore outputs the maximal distance of 3.0m. After seven seconds someone ap-
pears in front of the test cart. This is first observed by the small sensor. A
second later the large sensor also detects something. Thus a person is walking
from left to right at a distance of 2.2m. The next three traverses are respectively
at 1.2m, 0.8m and 1.6m.

This measurement shows that detecting people walking in front of the sen-
sors is possible. And by looking carefully at the output signals it is possible to
determine the direction of movement.

2.2 Sensor signal in blind zone

The sensor documentation assumes that distance measurements are not exe-
cuted inside the blind zone. Usually it is prevented that objects appear in the
area between the sensor and the detection cone. However in the case of the
Halobject it is impossible to prevent this. Therefore an analysis of the sen-
sor signal with objects in the blind zone is necessary. From a safety point of
view it is important that objects should at least be detected in the blind zone.
When this is the case, the HalObject must stop immediately. For example when
someone suddenly appears in front of the Halobject, the sculpture should stop
walking. Or when objects are detected in front of the Halobject’s sensors, the
sculpture should not start walking.
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2.2 Sensor signal in blind zone

The blind zone itself cannot be eliminated, because these ultrasonic sensors
use the same transducer element for both sending and receiving sound waves.
The sensor cannot start reading before oscillations of the sending pulse have
calmed down. The settling time multiplied by the speed of sound determines
the size of the blind zone. A larger sensor therefore has a longer blind zone,
because it will take longer for the larger membrane to settle. Receiving sound
pulses when the membrane is still vibrating will result in false readings. These
readings are not reproducible and highly irregular.

Nevertheless the sensor still generates an output when an object appears in the
blind zone. This signal will now be examined further by experiments. Two
types of measurements are performed: one series of measurements with a
constant yaw angle of the sensor bracket, this is equivalent with moving ob-
jects in front of a stationary and moving HalObject. The second series consists
of distance measurements with a varying yaw angle and moving objects. This
corresponds with the situation that the Halobject is walking around in an envi-
ronment with stationary and moving objects.

2.2.1 Constant yaw angle

As stated earlier, the yaw angle is held constant (at 0o). In this case the object
is a person which walks in front of the sensors. See figure 2.6.

The plot shows that the sensor always generate an output signal, but the signal
is very irregular. Plot 2.6a shows the sensor output at 15cm, i.e. the person is
standing still inside the blind zone of both sensors. The output signal can both
be very noisy with a lot of edges2 and quite smooth. This measurement is just
a sample of a large set of possible outputs. Other measurements with people
present inside the blind zone showed very different behaviour, ranging from
smooth, nearly constant outputs to signals with high frequent noise.

When the object is moving towards the sensors, a clear distinction can be made
between work area and blind zone. In plot 2.6b the person enters respectively
at 4.8s and 6.0s the blind zone of the large and small sensor. This behaviour
is confirmed by plots 2.6c and 2.6d. When an object is moving back and forth
inside the blind zone, the output signal is noisy. Walking inside the work area
yields a relative smooth signal.

2An edge is defined here as a large step in the signal magnitude within a short period of time,
e.g. two consecutive samples.
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Figure 2.6: Measurements with constant yaw angle.

2.2.2 Varying yaw angle

Now the yaw angle of the sensor bracket will be varied in the range [−45o . . . +
45o]. While the sensors are rotating, the distance to stationary and moving
objects is measured. In this case the object is a cone (height = 70cm, ∅base =
25cm). See figure 2.7.

In comparison to themeasurements of section 2.2.1, the sensor output contains
a lot of signal edges, i.e. the output voltage jumps within a single sample period
from any intermediate level to 10V and back. The cause is the yawmotion. It is
obvious that the sensors will miss the object when the detection cone is beside
the object. When no object is detected the sensor generates a constant signal
of 10V . Thus when the HalObject is walking and an object with a limited
width is placed in front, then due to the yaw motion objects will be missed
for some time. Therefore will the output signal contain extra signal edges. A
consequence is that the distinction between the blind zone and work area signal
will become more difficult.

Plot 2.7a shows the sensor output when the HalObject approaches the cone,
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Figure 2.7: Varying yaw angle.

after approximately 22s the blind zone boundary is reached. Then the signal
becomes more noisy. More signal edges occur while the yaw rate is held con-
stant. Plots 2.7b and 2.7c show the signals for stationary objects inside and
outside the blind zone. A difference in the number of signal edges is visible.

2.3 Conclusion

The sensor accuracy in the work area is determined with a number of exper-
iments. The maximal error with a plate as object is less than 6cm. This is
acceptable for the HalObject application. The output signal is smooth. The tip
angle of the detection cone must be less than 30o in order to obtain correct data.

When objects enter the blind zone, high frequencies appear. With these results
an opportunity for obstacle detection arises. Several approaches are possible,
e.g. a spectral analysis of the output signal or by defining a time-domain mea-
sure for detecting the blind zone. This is the main topic of chapter 3. The effect
of objects traversing the detection cone, resulting in extra signal edges, has to
be compensated for.
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3
Detecting objects in blind

zone

As stated earlier, the sensor output signal changes when objects enter the blind
zone. Here twomethods are suggested to detect the change in signal properties
when objects enter the blind zone:

• Blind zone detection based on spectral analysis of the sensor output sig-
nal.

• Blind zone detection with time-domain signal information.

These algorithms should monitor the sensor’s output signal and should recog-
nize that an object appears in the blind zone. The obstacle detection scheme
will be incorporated in the Halobject’s control software and therefore should
the algorithm operate real-time. This imposes an upper bound on the calcula-
tion time.

3.1 Spectral analysis

A spectral analysis is a straightforward choice of method for examining signals.
The idea is to look at the frequency content of the sensor output signal to deter-
mine if objects are present in the blind zone. So the frequency content of the
signal has to be monitored real-time. The final goal is a parameterized tool with
the ultrasonic sensor signal as input and a binary signal as output. This binary
signal will be zero when no objects are present in the blind zone, otherwise the
output signal is one.

The main control software runs at 1000Hz, this is the highest available sam-
pling rate for the spectral analysis algorithm. According to the Shannon Theo-
rem this implies that the highest frequency present in the sensors output signal
should be 500Hz in order to prevent aliasing. Here, the assumption is made
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Detecting objects in blind zone

that no signal components with a frequency above 500Hz are present, or that
these components drown below the noise floor. The Halobject is not equipped
with analogue filters to prevent aliasing.

The spectral analysis algorithm is described shortly with a flow-chart depicted
in figure 3.1. The numbers in the figure correspond with an enumerated discus-
sion below. The practical use of this algorithm in combination with Simulink
is discussed in appendix B.

1. Initialize
In order to perform a discrete fourier transform (DFT), several param-
eters need to be determined. During the initialization phase of the al-
gorithm, the first parameter to be set is the number of DFT points N .
When this algorithm is developed in software, the number of dft points
determines the memory usage and also calculation speed. The number
of DFT points is equivalent with the number of signal components cal-
culated with the fourier transformation.

2. Calculate Hanning window
A negative side effect of sampling a non-periodic signal during a finite
amount of time is signal leakage. This effect is attenuated with the ap-
plication of a Hanning (or Von Hann) window. Because N is known, the
Hanning window (a vector with N values) can be computed in advance
and stored in memory. This reduces the calculation time.

3. Sample input signal
The signal of the sensors is sampled with the so called dft sample rate fs.
The choice of this parameter determines the length of the observation
interval T0 = N/fs. This also affects the spectral density△f = 1/T0.

4. Update buffer
The buffer is updated according to a first-in-first-out scheme. Each time
step the data is shifted up one sample and the new sample is appended
at the end of the buffer. I.e. the buffer stores the last N samples of the
input signal.

5. Apply Hanning window
The buffer is multiplied element wise by the previously computed Han-
ning window.

14
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Figure 3.1: Flow-chart of the spectral analysis algorithm
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6. Apply DFT to buffer
The actual DFT is now computed with equation 3.1. The result is a vector
with N complex signal components.

X[k] =
N−1
∑

n=0

x[n]e−jk2πn/N , k = 0,±1,±2, . . . ,±N − 1 (3.1)

With Euler’s formula

ej2πn = cos(2πn) + jsin(2πn) (3.2)

equation 3.1 can be rewritten:

X[k] =
N−1
∑

n=0

x[n]{cos(k2πn/N)−jsin(k2πn/N)}, k = 0,±1,±2, . . . ,±N−1

(3.3)
As the DFT calculation is a computational intensive process and the
Halobject has limited calculation time available per sample time, some
scheduling is necessary. The scheduling depends on parameter q which
determines the number of DFT points calculated per sample period Tsin

=
1/fsin

1. Thus q should be chosen in the range [1 . . . N ]. Equation 3.4
states the dft formula with scheduling:

X[r] =
N−1
∑

n=0

x[n]{cos(r2πn/N) − jsin(r2πn/N)} (3.4)

with r = qi + k

k = [0,±1, . . . ,±q − 1], i = [0, . . . ,
N

q
]

Variable r counts the dft points, while i counts the number of cycle times
used for the calculation. Equation 3.4 will be implemented in software.
Because the calculation of the dft components is spread out over multi-
ple sample periods, the output rate of the complete vector with complex
signal components decreases.

7. Calculate Power Spectral Density (PSD)
The previous steps transformed a continuous time domain signal into a
discrete signal in frequency domain. The following step uses this data to
analyze the signal. First the auto power spectrum is calculated for ease of
use. The calculation of the power spectrum results in real values, which
can easily be manipulated with standard functions.

Sxx(k) =
1

T0

|X(k)|2 (3.5)

1fsin
equals the sample rate of the HalObject motion control software .
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3.1 Spectral analysis

8. Correct frequency bands
The calculation of the PSD results in a value for the power density per fre-
quency band (1/T0). Actually S(k) is a discrete version of S(f) (also see
[2]). To be able to compare the discrete and continuous cases, equation 3.5
should be multiplied by the length of the sampling interval Ts = T0/N .

9. Calculate signal power of the low frequency bands
Now all preparatory steps are made to analyze the sensors output signal.
The analysis is based on the idea that when objects are not present in
the blind zone, almost all signal power is distributed across the lowest
frequency bands. In other words, the signal should be smooth. How-
ever when objects do enter the blind zone, some signal power is shifted
towards higher frequencies due to the signal edges or noisy output of
the sensors (see section 2.2). A parameter lowfreqbands is defined as the
number of these low frequency bands, the power of these low frequency
bands is summed.

10. Determine ratio of low frequent power in total signal power
The total low frequent power is compared with the total signal power.
The ratio of the low frequent power (defined by lowfreqbands) in the total
power will determine if an object is present in the blind zone. A threshold
value is defined to make this comparison possible.

11. Attenuate changes
Because the PSD is updated real-time, the value of the power ratio can
change rapidly. This can result in chattering between zero or one with
respect to obstacle detection in the blind zone. To prevent this, the change
rate of the power ratio is bounded by two parameters for both the increase
rate and the decrease rate.

12. Determine status
The final step is to compare the calculated power ratio with a defined
threshold. If the power ratio decreases below the threshold, then no
objects are present in the blind zone. Otherwise the algorithm detects
something and the output will be set to one.
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Detecting objects in blind zone

3.2 Time domain analysis

The main idea is to detect edges2 in the output signal of the ultrasonic sensors.
Based on the density of these edges the algorithm tries to detect objects in the
blind zone. As in the previous section, the goal of the algorithm is to generate
a binary output signal which indicates if an object is present in the blind zone.
The algorithm is described with a flowchart of figure 3.2 and the discussion
below.

1. Initialize
The initialization phase is only important for the software implementa-
tion, e.g. memory allocation and setting counters.

2. Sample input signal
The output signal of the sensors is sampled at 1000Hz (the sample rate
of the motion control software).

3. Update buffer
The samples are stored in the same type of buffer as with the spectral
analysis algorithm. According to a first-in-first-out(fifo) scheme. The av-
eraging size parameter determines the size of the buffer.

4. Calculate average
The average of the buffer is calculated, with the purpose of decreasing
the influence of measurement noise in the input signal of the detection
algorithm. These average values are available at the same rate as the
input signal (1000Hz).

5. Determine edge height
The edge height is defined as the magnitude difference between two con-
secutive averaged samples. Effectively the algorithm stores the previous
value and subtracts the current one.

6. Detect edge
When the edge height h is greater than the threshold parameter ht, a
signal edge is detected. A signal edge can occur when the signal magni-
tude changes suddenly, like a step function, or with signal noise. When
an edge is found, the binary output of this function is set to one. See
equation 3.6:

ydetect edge =

{

0 if h < ht

1 if h >= ht
(3.6)

2see definition in section 2.2
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3.2 Time domain analysis

initialize

sample input
signal

update buffer

1

3

4

5

time step

averaging size

calculate average

edge density threshold dt

time window w

2

determine edge height

detect edge

update edges buffer

determine edge density

detect blind zone

6

7

8

9

edge height threshold ht

Figure 3.2: Flow-chart of the time domain analysis algorithm

7. Update edges buffer
The binary signal of the edge detection function is stored in a fifo-buffer.
The length of the buffer(in seconds) can be set with a time window param-
eter w. The buffer is a moving window which keeps track of the number
of found signal edges in the last w seconds.

8. Determine edge density
First the number of edges n inside the time window are counted, i.e. look
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Detecting objects in blind zone

for the number of elements in a vector which are equal to one. The edge
density d is defined as the number of edges per unit of time, see equation
3.7.

d =
n

w
(3.7)

9. Detect blind zone
Finally the edge detection consists of comparing the edge density d with
a threshold parameter dt.

yblind zone =

{

0 if d < dt

1 if d >= dt
(3.8)
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4
Detection method

performance

To be able to asses the performance of both the spectral and time domain de-
tection methods, a series of test cases are defined. The test cases can be divided
in two groups:

• Constant yaw angle. A series of ten measurements where a person is
standing still or walking in front of the ultrasonic sensors (according to
section 2.2.1).

• Varying yaw angle. A series of ten measurements with a cone as object
and a varying yaw angle (according to section 2.2.2).

For each test case the sensor output signal is recorded, using the test setup
mentioned in section 2.1. The performance is defined as the ratio between
the number of samples with the correct blind zone signal1 value and the total
number of samples. A ratio of 100% indicates that the detection algorithm
produces exactly the same blind zone signal as the real blind zone signal. Table
A.1 shows the results.

The time domain method outperforms the spectral method with 10.5% and
23.6%, for respectively the small and the large sensor. It should be noted how-
ever, that the performance of both methods depends heavily on the parameter
tuning. These results should be interpreted as an indication of the detection
performance. The HalObject uses different data acquisition hardware, which
may lead to different results.

The calculation time for the time domain method is less than the spectral
method, because the first method does not use a DFT calculation. The real-time
performance is also dependent on the parameters, which needs to be tuned
again when the software is implemented on the HalObject.

1A binary signal which is zero when no objects are detected in the blind zone.
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Detection method performance

The output of the intermediate calculation steps of both detection methods are
illustrated in figures 4.1 and 4.2. The sensor output of test case 11 is used
(varying yaw angle, the obstacle is approaches the sensors from the work area).
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(a) Output signal (small).
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(b) Output signal (large).
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(c) Power ratio (small).
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(d) Power ratio (large).
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(e) Algorithm output (small).
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(f) Algorithm output (large).

Figure 4.1: Results of DFT blind zone detection algorithm (small and large sen-
sor).
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(a) Sensor output voltage (small)
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(b) Sensor output voltage (large).
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(c) Edge detections (small).
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(d) Edge detections (large).
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(e) Edge density and final result (small).
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(f) Edge density and final result (large).

Figure 4.2: Results of time-domain blind zone detection algorithm (small and
large sensor).
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Detection method performance
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5
Conclusion

The ultrasonic sensors are built into the Halobject to be able to detect objects.
This is the basis for obstacle avoidance, which is a necessary prerequisite for a
robot which is going to walk autonomously in the VARA/NPS hall.

It is shown that the sensor output signal in the blind zone differs from the sig-
nal in the work area or beyond the work area. When objects appear in the blind
zone, the sensors will generate a noisy signal with a lot of signal edges. This
difference between a smooth output signal in the work area and the irregular,
somewhat noisy signal in the blind zone is the basis for blind zone detection.

Two methods for blind zone detection have been developed. The first method
tries to detect the blind zone with a spectral analysis of the signal. An output
signal where a portion of the signal power is distributed across high frequen-
cies is defined as the blind zone signal. The time-domain method is a straight-
forward scheme which uses the time-based data for blind zone recognition.
The main idea is to detect the signal edges and determine the density of these
edges. The density of the signal edges is evaluated for blind zone detection.

Both methods are implemented with a s-function in a Simulink model. A se-
ries of measurements of objects in front of the sensors are used as test cases
for the two methods. The result is that the time domain method outperforms
the spectral analysis method, while using less calculation time. However this
conclusion depends heavily on the parameter tuning of both methods.

The algorithms are able to detect objects in the blind zone. However, the de-
tection performance is limited. The response of the sensors to objects in the
blind zone varies too much for a failsafe blind zone detection. One of the most
important conditions for a good detection is relative movement between the
obstacle and the Halobject. In practice this will result in a condition that the
Halobject should rotate around a vertical axis before any translation is allowed.
This yaw movement is necessary to detect stationary obstacles located inside
the blind zone of the sensor.
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Conclusion

Recommendations

Further improvement of the detection performance is possible with a extensive
test procedure. This can be done off-line with the available measurement data.
On-line tests however, are recommended. This will also take the difference of
the data acquisition hardware of the HalObject itself into account.

The spectral analysis tool can be improved by defining tuning parameters per
input channel.

A final recommendation is combining the detection results of all the sensors.
Because each sensor type behaves differently when objects are present in the
blind zone, a combination of detection results should make the detection of
objects in the blind zone more robust.
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A
Detection performance

Results of both the detection methods, based on previously recorded measure-
ment data. See table A.1.
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Detection performance

Small sensor Large sensor
Nr. Description of test case Spectral [%] Time [%] Spectral [%] Time [%]

Constant yaw angle (duration:
10s)

1 Randomly back and forth in
blind zone

70.0 79.0 70.0 80.6

2 Retreating from sensor surface 0.0 19.2 18.0 40.4
3 Start at blind zone boundary

and then approaching the sen-
sors

30.0 36.5 40.0 39.1

4 Constant distance of 5cm 10.0 0.0 10.0 78.4
5 Constant distance of 15cm 50.0 93.9 70.0 95.8
6 Constant distance of 25cm 60.0 94.2 0.0 96.7
7 Constant distance of 35cm 30.0 11.4 60.0 90.9
8 Constant distance of 45cm 50.0 100.0 60.0 45.5
9 Constant distance of 55cm 100.0 100.0 70.0 0.0
10 Randomly back and forth in

work area
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Varying yaw angle (duration:
60s)

11 Approaching obstacle from
work area

76.7 89.0 41.7 68.9

12 Retreating from sensor surface 36.7 74.3 86.7 6.6
13 Constant distance of 5cm 93.3 94.2 0.0 96.1
14 Constant distance of 15cm 90.0 94.4 0.0 95.8
15 Constant distance of 25cm 95.0 90.2 0.0 95.6
16 Constant distance of 35cm 5.0 10.9 0.0 96.2
17 Constant distance of 45cm 56.7 29.6 91.7 89.1
18 Constant distance of 55cm 5.0 4.9 75.0 96.1
19 Constant distance of 65cm 71.7 99.9 25.0 7.2
20 A person walking through

cone
61.7 81.3 70.0 41.0

Average 54.6 65.1 44.4 68.0

Table A.1: Performance of detection algorithms.
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B
Spectral blind zone

detection tool

The necessary steps to run the spectral detection algorithm are:

Compile the source code The spectral analysis detection method consists of
two s-functions1: DFT and the Analyzer. The source code of each s-
function has to be compiled first:

1. mex [-g℄ sfun_dft. sfun_dft_wrapper.
2. mex [-g℄ sfun_analyzer.

The ’-g’ option is used for debugging purposes [3]. Both s-functions are
included in a Simulink model, see figure B.1.

Figure B.1: Simulink model of spectral blind zone detection tool.

Set DFT parameters The DFT s-function has mask as a graphical user inter-
face(GUI). Double clicking on the s-function block in the Simulinkmodel
will open themask, it can be used to set the parameters for the s-function.
The same parameters of the DFT s-function are used for all the input
channels. Figure B.2 shows the mask and the parameters are described
shortly below:

1A Simulink-function (s-function) is a user defined Simulink block, based on C source code
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Spectral blind zone detection tool

Input sample time The sample time in seconds of the input port(s) of
the s-function block.

dftSize The number of DFT points used in the DFT calculation.

Dft sample time The sample rate of the DFT algorithm. The sample rate
at the input port must be an integer multiple of DFT sample rate.

Number of calculations per sample time The number of DFT points which
are calculated per sample time. Also see section 3.1.

Set Analyzer parameters The mask of the analyzer s-function is depicted in
figure B.3. The mask provides a GUI to these parameters:

Number of low frequency bands This parameter defines the frequency
band which is defined as ’low frequent’. The width of the low fre-
quency band can be calculated by multiplying this parameter with
the spectral density (see section 3.1).

Low frequency ratio threshold Define a threshold value for the ratio be-
tween the signal power in the low frequency band and total signal
power. When the ratio exceeds the threshold, no objects are detected
in the blind zone.

Attenuation decreasing Low frequency ratio An upper bound to themax-
imal decrease rate of the low frequency ratio. It can be used to set
the response time of the algorithm when objects enter the blind
zone.

Attenuation increasing Low frequency ratio An upper bound to the max-
imal increase rate of the low frequency ratio. When objects leave the
blind zone, this parameter enables the algorithm to hold the blind
zone signal. This can prevent chattering of the blind zone signal
when the low frequency ratio jumps to a (much) higher level and
back.

Ultrasonic sensor slope Needed to calculate the distance from the sensor
output voltage ( equation 2.2). The slope s of each sensor has to be
set separately. Enter the parameters in vector format: [s1, s2, . . . , sn],
with n the number of sensors.

Blind zone size The calculated distance has to be corrected with the size
of the blind zone. The format of the blind zone size parameters
[meter] is similar to the sensor slope.

Run the Simulink model When the source code is compiled and the parame-
ters are set, the simulation can be started. Note that all files should be in
the same directory or on the Matlab path.
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Figure B.2: Simulink mask of dft Simulink-function.

Figure B.3: Simulink mask of spectral analyzer.
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Spectral blind zone detection tool
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C
Time-domain blind zone

detection tool

The necessary steps to run the time domain detection algorithm are:

Compile the source code The time domain detection method consists of a sin-
gle s-function BlindZone detection. The source is compiled with:mex [-g℄ sfun_blindzonedetet.
The s-function is implemented in the Simulink model of figure C.1.

Set parameters All the parametersmust be entered in vector format: [p1, p2, . . . , pn],
with n the number of connected sensors. The mask of the time domain
blind zone detection tool is depicted in figure C.2.

Average Size The input signal is averaged, using a buffer. The size of
this buffer is set by the parameter Average Size.

Height of signal edge As defined in section 3.2, an edge is the difference
in signal magnitude between two consecutive (averaged) samples.
The magnitude of this difference is set with this parameter.

Threshold When the density of the found signal edges exceeds the thresh-
old value, an obstacle is detected in the blind zone. The threshold
value should be an integer.

Time window The edge density is determined with a moving window
(see section 3.2). The size of this window (in seconds) can be de-
fined here.

Show Average Port Toggle the Average port on/off. During the tuning
of parameters the user can easily connect a ’scope’ to this port for
monitoring the average value.

Show Edge Port Toggle the Edge port on/off. This port will output the
found edges.

Show Edge Density Port Toggle the Edge Density Port on/off. The edge
density signal is provided by this port.
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Time-domain blind zone detection tool

Figure C.1: Simulink model of time domain blind zone detection tool.

Figure C.2: Simulink mask of dft Simulink-function.
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Run Simulink model When all files are compiled and the parameters are set,
the Simulink model can be executed. All necessary files should be in the
same directory or on the Matlab path.
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Time-domain blind zone detection tool
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D
Sensor Data Sheets

Two types of ultrasonic sensors are used:

• The ’small’ sensor (mic-301/IU/HV/M30);

• The ’large’ sensor (mic-601/IO/HV/M30);
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E
Source Code

This appendix list all the source code of the used s-functions. See table E.1.

E.1 sfun_dft.: DFT s-function source code.
E.2 sfun_dft_wrapper.: A wrapper of all function needed for

the dft s-function.
E.3 sfun_analyzer: DFT Analyzer s-function source

code. This module analyzes the
frequency domain to detect objects
inside the blind zone.

E.4 sfun_blindzonedetet: Time domain detection method s-
function source code.

Table E.1: List of all source code files.
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Source Code

E.1 DFT S-function/*==============================================================================** HALOBJECT OPERATING SOFTWARE** Copyright () Halobjet-team 2005 Eindhoven, The Netherlands** Projet Name : Halobjet dft module* Soure Name : sfun_dft.** Author : Matthijs Dolsma* Author Original : Matthijs Dolsma* Creation Date : 10-04-2005* Desription :* Multi hannel disrete fourier transform. Von Hann window is applied.* Calulations are spread out over several sample times. Input data is* buffered with a first in first out sheme.* Create Matlab-exeutable: mex (-g) sfun_dft. sfun_dft_wrapper.* tab=3, indent=3*=============================================================================*/#define S_FUNCTION_LEVEL 2#define S_FUNCTION_NAME sfun_dft#inlude <math.h>#inlude "simstru.h"#inlude "sfun_dft_wrapper.h"enum{INPORT = 0, NUMINPUTPORTS};enum{OUTPORT = 0, NUMOUTPUTPORTS};/* Parameters */enum {ARGC_IN_SAMPLETIME = 0,ARGC_DFTSIZE,ARGC_DFT_SAMPLETIME,ARGC_CALCS_PER_SAMPLETIME,NUM_ARGS};/* Definition of some useful maros */#define OK_TO_CHECK_VAR(S, ARG) ((ssGetSimMode(S) != SS_SIMMODE_SIZES_CALL_ONLY) \|| !mxIsEmpty(ARG))#define IS_SCALAR(X) (mxGetNumberOfElements(X) == 1)#define IS_NUMERIC(X) (mxIsNumeri(X))#define THROW_ERROR(S,MSG) {ssSetErrorStatus(S,MSG); return;}#define INSAMPLETIME(S) ssGetSFnParam(S,ARGC_IN_SAMPLETIME)#define DFTSIZE(S) ssGetSFnParam(S,ARGC_DFTSIZE)#define DFTSAMPLETIME(S) ssGetSFnParam(S,ARGC_DFT_SAMPLETIME)#define CALCS_PER_SAMPLETIME(S) ssGetSFnParam(S,ARGC_CALCS_PER_SAMPLETIME)
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E.1 DFT S-function#define U(element) (*uPtrs[element℄)enum {WORKBUFFER = 0, WORKBUFFERCOPY, WORKHANNING, WORKDFT, WORKPSD};#undef DEBUG/*====================** S-funtion methods **====================*/#ifdef MATLAB_MEX_FILE#define MDL_CHECK_PARAMETERSstati void mdlChekParameters(SimStrut *S){ int_T dftSize = mxGetPr(DFTSIZE(S))[0℄;int_T nCals = mxGetPr(CALCS_PER_SAMPLETIME(S))[0℄;if (OK_TO_CHECK_VAR(S, DFTSIZE(S))) {if ((!IS_SCALAR(DFTSIZE(S))) ||(!IS_SCALAR(DFTSAMPLETIME(S))) ||(!IS_SCALAR(INSAMPLETIME(S))) ||(!IS_SCALAR(CALCS_PER_SAMPLETIME(S)))) {THROW_ERROR(S, "Funtion argument must be a salar.");}if ((dftSize < 1) || (dftSize%2 != 0)) {THROW_ERROR(S, "DFT size must be => 2 and even.");}if ((nCals < 1) || (nCals >= dftSize)) {THROW_ERROR(S, "The number of Fourier alulations \per sampletime must be in the range \[1 ... dftSize℄.");}}}#endifstati void mdlInitializeSizes(SimStrut *S) {int_T dftSize = (int_T) mxGetPr(DFTSIZE(S))[0℄;ssSetNumSFnParams(S, NUM_ARGS); /*number of input arguments*/#if defined(MATLAB_MEX_FILE)if (ssGetNumSFnParams(S) != ssGetSFnParamsCount(S)) return;mdlChekParameters(S);if (ssGetErrorStatus(S) != NULL) return;#endif/* Number of sample times, this blok uses hybrid blok-based* and port-based sample times */ssSetNumSampleTimes (S, 3);
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Source CodessSetOptions(S, SS_OPTION_PORT_SAMPLE_TIMES_ASSIGNED);/* Inport: */if (!ssSetNumInputPorts (S, NUMINPUTPORTS)) return;ssSetInputPortMatrixDimensions (S, INPORT, 1, DYNAMICALLY_SIZED);ssSetInputPortSampleTime (S, INPORT, INHERITED_SAMPLE_TIME);ssSetInputPortRequiredContiguous (S, INPORT, 1);/* Outport: */if (!ssSetNumOutputPorts (S, NUMOUTPUTPORTS)) return;ssSetOutputPortMatrixDimensions (S, OUTPORT, DYNAMICALLY_SIZED, DYNAMICALLY_SIZED);ssSetOutputPortFrameData (S, OUTPORT, FRAME_YES);ssSetOutputPortComplexSignal (S, OUTPORT, COMPLEX_YES);ssSetOutputPortSampleTime (S, OUTPORT, INHERITED_SAMPLE_TIME);/* Work vetors: */ssSetNumDWork(S, DYNAMICALLY_SIZED);ssSetNumIWork(S, DYNAMICALLY_SIZED);} /* End mdlInitializeSizes */#define MDL_SET_INPUT_PORT_DIMENSION_INFO#if defined(MDL_SET_INPUT_PORT_DIMENSION_INFO) && defined(MATLAB_MEX_FILE)stati void mdlSetInputPortDimensionInfo(SimStrut *S,int_T port,onst DimsInfo_T *dimsInfo){ int_T new_dims[2℄;int_T dftSize = mxGetPr(DFTSIZE(S))[0℄;/* Set input port dimensions */if (!ssSetInputPortDimensionInfo(S, port, dimsInfo)) return;/* Set output port dimensions */if (dimsInfo->dims[1℄ != DYNAMICALLY_SIZED) {DECL_AND_INIT_DIMSINFO(outDims);new_dims[0℄= dftSize;new_dims[1℄= dimsInfo->dims[1℄;outDims.width = new_dims[0℄ * new_dims[1℄;outDims.numDims = 2;outDims.dims = new_dims;if (!ssSetOutputPortDimensionInfo(S, OUTPORT, &outDims)) return;}} /* End mdlSetInputPortDimensionInfo */#endif#define MDL_SET_OUTPUT_PORT_DIMENSION_INFO
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E.1 DFT S-function#if defined(MDL_SET_OUTPUT_PORT_DIMENSION_INFO) && defined(MATLAB_MEX_FILE)stati void mdlSetOutputPortDimensionInfo(SimStrut *S,int_T port,onst DimsInfo_T *dimsInfo){} /* End mdlSetOutputPortDimensionInfo */#endifstati void mdlInitializeSampleTimes(SimStrut *S){ real_T dftTs = (real_T)mxGetPr(DFTSAMPLETIME(S))[0℄;real_T inTs = (real_T)mxGetPr(INSAMPLETIME(S))[0℄;int_T nCals = mxGetPr(CALCS_PER_SAMPLETIME(S))[0℄;int_T dftSize = mxGetPr(DFTSIZE(S))[0℄;real_T outTs = dftTs * (dftSize/nCals);ssSetSampleTime(S, 0, inTs);ssSetOffsetTime(S, 0, 0.0);ssSetSampleTime(S, 1, dftTs);ssSetOffsetTime(S, 1, 0.0);ssSetSampleTime(S, 2, outTs);ssSetOffsetTime(S, 2, 0.0);ssSetInputPortSampleTime (S, INPORT, inTs);ssSetInputPortOffsetTime (S, INPORT, 0.0);ssSetOutputPortSampleTime(S, OUTPORT, outTs);ssSetOutputPortOffsetTime(S, OUTPORT, 0.0);} /* End mdlInitializeSampleTimes */#define MDL_SET_WORK_WIDTHSstati void mdlSetWorkWidths(SimStrut *S){ int_T dftSize = mxGetPr(DFTSIZE(S))[0℄;int_T nChans = ssGetInputPortDimensions(S, INPORT)[1℄;ssSetNumIWork(S, 2);ssSetNumDWork(S, 5);/* Alloate memory for FIFO Buffer */ssSetDWorkWidth (S, WORKBUFFER, nChans*dftSize);ssSetDWorkDataType (S, WORKBUFFER, SS_DOUBLE);/* Alloate memory for a opy of FIFO Buffer */ssSetDWorkWidth (S, WORKBUFFERCOPY, nChans*dftSize);ssSetDWorkDataType (S, WORKBUFFERCOPY, SS_DOUBLE);
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Source Code/* Alloate memory for Hanning window */ssSetDWorkWidth (S, WORKHANNING, dftSize);ssSetDWorkDataType (S, WORKHANNING, SS_DOUBLE);/* Alloate memory for Fourier omponents */ssSetDWorkWidth (S, WORKDFT, nChans*dftSize);ssSetDWorkDataType (S, WORKDFT, SS_DOUBLE);ssSetDWorkComplexSignal (S, WORKDFT, COMPLEX_YES);/* Alloate memory for PSD omponents */ssSetDWorkWidth (S, WORKPSD, nChans*dftSize);ssSetDWorkDataType (S, WORKPSD, SS_DOUBLE);} /* End mdlSetWorkWidths */#define MDL_STARTstati void mdlStart(SimStrut *S){ real_T *dworkBuff = ssGetDWork(S, WORKBUFFER);real_T *dworkBuffCp = ssGetDWork(S, WORKBUFFERCOPY);real_T *dworkHann = ssGetDWork(S, WORKHANNING);real_T *dworkDft = ssGetDWork(S, WORKDFT);real_T *dworkPsd = ssGetDWork(S, WORKPSD);int_T *iwork = ssGetIWork(S);int_T dftSize = mxGetPr(DFTSIZE(S))[0℄;int_T i;/* Initialize work vetors to zero */initrealworkvetor (dworkBuff, ssGetDWorkWidth(S, WORKBUFFER), 0.0);initrealworkvetor (dworkBuffCp, ssGetDWorkWidth(S, WORKBUFFERCOPY), 0.0);initrealworkvetor (dworkHann, ssGetDWorkWidth(S, WORKHANNING), 0.0);initrealworkvetor (dworkPsd, ssGetDWorkWidth(S, WORKPSD), 0.0);initomplexworkvetor(dworkDft, ssGetDWorkWidth(S, WORKDFT), 0.0);/* Reset ounters */for (i = 0; i < ssGetNumIWork(S); i++) {iwork[i℄ = 0;}/* Calulate Hanning window */hanning(dworkHann, dftSize);} /* End mdlStart */stati void mdlOutputs(SimStrut *S, int_T tid){ int_T nChans = ssGetInputPortDimensions(S, INPORT)[1℄;
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E.1 DFT S-functionint_T dftSize = mxGetPr(DFTSIZE(S))[0℄;real_T *dworkDft = ssGetDWork(S, WORKDFT);real_T *dworkPsd = ssGetDWork(S, WORKPSD);int_T Ts_idx_out = ssGetOutputPortSampleTimeIndex(S, OUTPORT);int_T Ts_idx_in = ssGetInputPortSampleTimeIndex(S,INPORT);int_T bufCnt = ssGetIWork(S)[0℄;int_T dftCnt = ssGetIWork(S)[1℄;int_T nCals = mxGetPr(CALCS_PER_SAMPLETIME(S))[0℄;int_T i;real_T Time = ssGetT(S);/* Chek for samplehit at inport sample rate */if (ssIsSampleHit(S, Ts_idx_in, tid)) {/* Send psd work vetor to output port when buffer is full */if (dftCnt == (dftSize/nCals) && bufCnt == dftSize) {/* Get a pointer to the output signal array */real_T *y = ssGetOutputPortSignal(S, OUTPORT);/* Dft Work vetor is full and an be sent to the output port */for (i = 0; i < (nChans*dftSize); i++) {y[i℄ = dworkDft[i℄;}#ifdef DEBUGprintf("\n\t(%f)\tmdlOutputs: Output workDFT (dftnt = %d) \n",Time, dftCnt);#endif}}} /* End mdlOutputs */#define MDL_UPDATEstati void mdlUpdate(SimStrut *S, int_T tid){ int_T *iworkPr = ssGetIWork(S);int_T dftSize = mxGetPr(DFTSIZE(S))[0℄;int_T nChans = ssGetInputPortDimensions(S, INPORT)[1℄;int_T nCals = mxGetPr(CALCS_PER_SAMPLETIME(S))[0℄;real_T *xPr = ssGetInputPortRealSignal(S, INPORT);real_T *dworkBuff = ssGetDWork(S, WORKBUFFER);real_T *dworkBuffCp = ssGetDWork(S, WORKBUFFERCOPY);real_T *dworkHann = ssGetDWork(S, WORKHANNING);real_T *dworkDft = ssGetDWork(S, WORKDFT);real_T *dworkPsd = ssGetDWork(S, WORKPSD);
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Source Codeint_T Ts_idx_in = ssGetInputPortSampleTimeIndex(S,INPORT);int_T Ts_idx_out = ssGetOutputPortSampleTimeIndex(S, OUTPORT);real_T Time = ssGetT(S);real_T dftSmplTime = mxGetPr(DFTSAMPLETIME(S))[0℄;int_T i;real_T T;/* Chek for samplehit at input port sample rate */if (ssIsSampleHit(S, Ts_idx_in, tid)) {/* Syn with (internal) dft sample rate */if (ssIsSpeialSampleHit(S, 1, Ts_idx_in, tid) && (Time > 0.0)) {updatebuffer(dworkBuff, xPr, iworkPr, dftSize, nChans);#ifdef DEBUGprintf("\t(%f)\tmdlUpdate: Updatebuffer(nt = %d)",Time, *iworkPr);printf(" <-- \tInputsignal = [%f %f℄\n", xPr[0℄, xPr[1℄);#endif}/* Disrete Fourier Transform */dft(dworkBuff, dworkBuffCp,dworkDft , dworkHann,dftSize, nChans,nCals, (iworkPr+1));/* Calulate power spetral density *//*T = (real_T)dftSize * dftSmplTime;for (i = 0; i < dftSize*nChans; i++) {dworkPsd[i℄ = 1.0/T * (pow(dworkDft[i℄.re, 2.0) + pow(dworkDft[i℄.im, 2.0));}*/#ifdef DEBUGprintf("\t(%f)\tmdlUpdate: DFT(dftnt = %d)\n", Time, iworkPr[1℄);if (Time > 2.1 && Time < 2.2) {for (i = 0; i < 40; i++) {//printf("\t dworkBuffCp[%d℄=%f\t", i, dworkBuffCp[i℄);//printf("\t dworkBuffCp[%d℄=%f\n", i+50, dworkBuffCp[i+50℄);printf("\t dworkBuff[%d℄=%f\t", i, dworkBuff[i℄);printf("\t dworkBuff[%d℄=%f\n", i+40, dworkBuff[i+40℄);printf("\t dworkDft[%d℄=%f\t", i, dworkDft[i℄);printf("\t dworkDft[%d℄=%f\n", i+40, dworkDft[i+40℄);}}#endif}
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E.1 DFT S-function} /* End mdlUpdate */stati void mdlTerminate(SimStrut *S){}#ifdef MATLAB_MEX_FILE /* Is this file being ompiled as a MEX-file? */#inlude "simulink." /* MEX-file interfae mehanism */#else#inlude "g_sfun.h" /* Code generation registration funtion */#endif/* [EOF℄ */
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Source Code

E.2 DFT Algorithm Wrapper S-function/*==============================================================================** HALOBJECT OPERATING SOFTWARE** Copyright () Halobjet-team 2005 Eindhoven, The Netherlands** Projet Name : Halobjet dft module* Soure Name : sfun_dft_wrapper.** Author : Matthijs Dolsma* Author Original : Matthijs Dolsma* Creation Date : 18 april 2005* Desription :* Multi hannel disrete fourier transform. Von Hann window is applied.* Calulations are spread out over several sample times. Input data is* buffered with a first in first out sheme.* tab=3, indent=3*=============================================================================*/#inlude <math.h>#inlude "tmwtypes.h"#inlude "sfun_dft_wrapper.h"#define PI 3.14159265358979#define DEBUGvoid initrealworkvetor(real_T *work, int_T width, real_T initvalue) {int_T i;for (i = 0; i < width; i++) {work[i℄ = initvalue;}}void initomplexworkvetor(real_T *work, int_T width, real_T initvalue) {int_T i;for (i = 0; i < width; i++) {work[i℄.re = initvalue;work[i℄.im = initvalue;}}void opyworkvetor(real_T *input, real_T *output, int_T width) {int_T i;/* Create a opy of a real work vetor*/for (i = 0; i < width; i++) {output[i℄ = input[i℄;
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E.2 DFT Algorithm Wrapper S-function}}void hanning(real_T *dworkHann, int_T dftSize) {int_T k;/* Calulate Hanning-window and store in work vetor*/for (k = 0; k < dftSize; k++) {dworkHann[k℄= 0.5*(1 - os((2*PI*k) / dftSize ));}}void updatebuffer(real_T *dworkBufferPr, /* Data storage vetor */real_T *xPr, /* Pointer to input signal */int_T *updateBuffCnt, /* Update-funtion allount pointer*/int_T dftSize, /* Number of dft points */int_T nChans) /* Number of hannels */{int_T , i, nOffset;#ifdef DEBUGprintf("updatebuffer(funtion)...\n");#endifif (*updateBuffCnt < dftSize) {/* append data to buffer */for( = 0;  < nChans; ++) {nOffset = dftSize * ;dworkBufferPr[*updateBuffCnt + nOffset℄ = xPr[℄;}(*updateBuffCnt)++;}else {/* shift data in buffer and append one value */for( = 0;  < nChans; ++) {nOffset = dftSize * ;for (i=0; i < dftSize; i++) { /* shift data up in buffer */dworkBufferPr[i + nOffset℄ = dworkBufferPr[i + 1 + nOffset℄;}/* append new measurement at end of buffer */dworkBufferPr[dftSize-1 + nOffset℄ = xPr[℄;/* pointer of element 2 has to point at 1pointer of element 3 has to point at 2pointer of element i+1 has to point at i */}}}void dft(real_T *dworkBuffer, /* Pointer to fifobuffer work vetor */real_T *dworkBuffCp, /* Pointer to opy of fifobuffer work vetor */
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Source Codereal_T *dworkDft, /* Output data */real_T *dworkHann, /* Array with Hanning window data */int_T dftSize, /* Number of Fourier Components */int_T nChans, /* Number of hannels */int_T nCals, /* Number of dft alulations per sample time */int_T *dftCnt) /* Counter of number dft funtion alls */{ /* >>multi-hannel DFT alulation, sheduled over multiple sample times<< */int_T , Offset, kCnt, k, n;int_T maxDftCnt = dftSize / nCals;real_T freqFator;if (*dftCnt == maxDftCnt) {/* Reset dft work vetor to zeros */initomplexworkvetor(dworkDft, nChans*dftSize, 0.0);/* Copy urrent buffer work vetor to workBufferCopy*/opyworkvetor(dworkBuffer, dworkBuffCp, nChans*dftSize);/* Reset dft ounter */*dftCnt = 0;} else if (*dftCnt > maxDftCnt) {/* Generate error */printf("Error in funtion 'dft', dftCnt overflow");}kCnt = nCals * *dftCnt;/* Calulate Fourier Components as long as* the Fourier Work Vetor is not omplety filled */#ifdef DEBUGprintf(" k \t freqFator \t n \t dworkBuffer[n℄ \t workDft[k℄.re \t workDft[k℄.im \n");#endif/* Output point loop */for(k = kCnt; k < kCnt + nCals; k++) {freqFator = 2.0*PI*k/((real_T)dftSize);/* Channel loop */for( = 0;  < nChans; ++) {Offset = dftSize * ;/* Input point loop */for(n = 0; n < dftSize; n++) {dworkDft[k + Offset℄.re += dworkHann[n℄ *dworkBuffCp[n+Offset℄ * (os(freqFator*n));dworkDft[k + Offset℄.im += dworkHann[n℄ *-(dworkBuffCp[n+Offset℄ * (sin(freqFator*n)));}}
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E.2 DFT Algorithm Wrapper S-function}/* Inrease dftCounter */(*dftCnt)++;}
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Source Code

E.3 DFT Analyzer S-function/*==============================================================================** HALOBJECT OPERATING SOFTWARE** Copyright () Halobjet-team 2005 Eindhoven, The Netherlands** Projet Name : Halobjet dft analyzer module* Soure Name : sfun_analyzer.** Author : Matthijs Dolsma* Author Original : Matthijs Dolsma* Creation Date : 29-04-2005* Desription :* This blok transforms input frame (with omplex numbers) to output frame* with frequenies and magnitudes. I.e. this is a postproessing blok for DFT.* tab=3, indent=3*=============================================================================*/#define S_FUNCTION_NAME sfun_analyzer#define S_FUNCTION_LEVEL 2#inlude <math.h>#inlude "simstru.h"enum {INPORTDFT=0, INPORTSENS, NUM_INPORTS};enum {OUTSTATUS=0, OUTDISTANCE, OUTLOWFREQSHARE, NUM_OUTPORTS};/* Parameters */enum {ARGC_LOWFREQBAND_CNT = 0,ARGC_LOWFREQ_SHARE_THRESHOLD,ARGC_ATT_DECREASE,ARGC_ATT_INCREASE,ARGC_SENSOR_SLOPE,ARGC_SENSOR_BLIND_ZONE,NUM_ARGS};#define LOWFREQBAND_CNT ssGetSFnParam(S, ARGC_LOWFREQBAND_CNT)#define LOWFREQ_SHARE_THRESHOLD ssGetSFnParam(S, ARGC_LOWFREQ_SHARE_THRESHOLD)#define ATTENUATION_DECREASE ssGetSFnParam(S, ARGC_ATT_DECREASE) /* d(lowfreqshare)/dts */#define ATTENUATION_INCREASE ssGetSFnParam(S, ARGC_ATT_INCREASE) /* d(lowfreqshare)/dts */#define SENSOR_SLOPE ssGetSFnParam(S, ARGC_SENSOR_SLOPE)#define SENSOR_BLIND_ZONE ssGetSFnParam(S, ARGC_SENSOR_BLIND_ZONE)#define BEGIN_TIME_ATTENUATION 2 /* [seonds℄ */#define MAX_LOW_FREQBAND_CNT 40/* Definition of some useful maros */#define OK_TO_CHECK_VAR(S, ARG) ((ssGetSimMode(S) != SS_SIMMODE_SIZES_CALL_ONLY) \
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E.3 DFT Analyzer S-function|| !mxIsEmpty(ARG))#define IS_SCALAR(X) (mxGetNumberOfElements(X) == 1)#define IS_NUMERIC(X) (mxIsNumeri(X))#define THROW_ERROR(S,MSG) {ssSetErrorStatus(S,MSG); return;}#define PI 3.14159265358979#undef DEBUG/*====================** S-funtion methods **====================*/#ifdef MATLAB_MEX_FILE#define MDL_CHECK_PARAMETERSstati void mdlChekParameters(SimStrut *S){ if (OK_TO_CHECK_VAR(S, LOWFREQBAND_CNT)) {int_T lowFreqBanCnt = mxGetPr(LOWFREQBAND_CNT)[0℄;real_T lowFreqShare = mxGetPr(LOWFREQ_SHARE_THRESHOLD)[0℄;real_T attDer = mxGetPr(ATTENUATION_DECREASE)[0℄;real_T attInr = mxGetPr(ATTENUATION_INCREASE)[0℄;if (lowFreqBanCnt > MAX_LOW_FREQBAND_CNT) {THROW_ERROR(S, "Nr. of low frequeny spetral bands must be <= MAX_LOW_FREQBAND_CNT");}if ((lowFreqShare < 0.0) || (lowFreqShare > 1.0)) {THROW_ERROR(S, "Low frequeny share threshold should be in the range [0.0 ... 1.0℄.");}if (attDer > 0.0) {THROW_ERROR(S, "Attenuation on dereasing low frequeny share should be < 0.0");}if (attInr < 0.0) {THROW_ERROR(S, "Attenuation on inreasing low frequeny share should be > 0.0");}if ((IS_SCALAR(SENSOR_SLOPE)) || (IS_SCALAR(SENSOR_BLIND_ZONE))) {THROW_ERROR(S, "Should be entered as a matrix. \If only one sensor is used, enter '[value 0℄'.");}}} /* End mdlChekParameters */#endifstati void mdlInitializeSizes(SimStrut *S){ /* Set number of parameters */ssSetNumSFnParams(S, NUM_ARGS);#if defined(MATLAB_MEX_FILE)if (ssGetNumSFnParams(S) != ssGetSFnParamsCount(S)) return;
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Source CodemdlChekParameters(S);if (ssGetErrorStatus(S) != NULL) return;#endif/* Inputs: */if (!ssSetNumInputPorts (S, NUM_INPORTS)) return;/* Outputs: */if (!ssSetNumOutputPorts (S,NUM_OUTPORTS)) return;ssSetNumSampleTimes (S, PORT_BASED_SAMPLE_TIMES);/* Set inputs */ssSetInputPortMatrixDimensions (S, INPORTDFT, DYNAMICALLY_SIZED, DYNAMICALLY_SIZED);ssSetInputPortDiretFeedThrough (S, INPORTDFT, 0);ssSetInputPortFrameData (S, INPORTDFT, FRAME_YES);ssSetInputPortComplexSignal (S, INPORTDFT, COMPLEX_YES);ssSetInputPortRequiredContiguous(S, INPORTDFT, 1);ssSetInputPortSampleTime (S, INPORTDFT, INHERITED_SAMPLE_TIME);ssSetInputPortMatrixDimensions (S, INPORTSENS, 1, DYNAMICALLY_SIZED);ssSetInputPortDiretFeedThrough (S, INPORTSENS, 1);ssSetInputPortRequiredContiguous(S, INPORTSENS, 1);ssSetInputPortSampleTime (S, INPORTSENS, INHERITED_SAMPLE_TIME);/* Set outputs */ssSetOutputPortMatrixDimensions (S ,OUTSTATUS, 1, DYNAMICALLY_SIZED);/*ssSetOutputPortDataType (S, OUTSTATUS, SS_UINT8);*/ssSetOutputPortSampleTime (S, OUTSTATUS, INHERITED_SAMPLE_TIME);ssSetOutputPortMatrixDimensions (S ,OUTDISTANCE, 1, DYNAMICALLY_SIZED);ssSetOutputPortSampleTime (S, OUTDISTANCE, INHERITED_SAMPLE_TIME);ssSetOutputPortMatrixDimensions (S, OUTLOWFREQSHARE, 1, DYNAMICALLY_SIZED);ssSetOutputPortSampleTime (S, OUTLOWFREQSHARE, INHERITED_SAMPLE_TIME);/* Work vetors: */ssSetNumDWork(S, DYNAMICALLY_SIZED);ssSetNumIWork(S, DYNAMICALLY_SIZED);} /* End mdlInitializeSizes */#define MDL_SET_INPUT_PORT_DIMENSION_INFOstati void mdlSetInputPortDimensionInfo(SimStrut *S,int_T port,onst DimsInfo_T *dimsInfo){ if (port == INPORTDFT) {if (!ssSetInputPortDimensionInfo(S, INPORTDFT, dimsInfo)) return;
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E.3 DFT Analyzer S-function{DECL_AND_INIT_DIMSINFO(oDims);int_T new_dims[2℄;int_T N = dimsInfo->dims[0℄;oDims.numDims = 2;new_dims[0℄= 1;new_dims[1℄= dimsInfo->dims[1℄;oDims.dims = new_dims;oDims.width = new_dims[0℄ * new_dims[1℄;if (!ssSetOutputPortDimensionInfo(S, OUTSTATUS, &oDims)) return;}}else if (port == INPORTSENS) {if (!ssSetInputPortDimensionInfo(S, INPORTSENS, dimsInfo)) return;{DECL_AND_INIT_DIMSINFO(oDims);int_T new_dims[2℄;int_T N = dimsInfo->dims[0℄;oDims.numDims = 2;new_dims[0℄= 1;new_dims[1℄= dimsInfo->dims[1℄;oDims.dims = new_dims;oDims.width = new_dims[0℄ * new_dims[1℄;if (!ssSetOutputPortDimensionInfo(S, OUTDISTANCE, &oDims)) return;if (!ssSetOutputPortDimensionInfo(S, OUTLOWFREQSHARE, &oDims)) return;}}} /* End mdlSetInputPortDimensionInfo */# define MDL_SET_OUTPUT_PORT_DIMENSION_INFOstati void mdlSetOutputPortDimensionInfo(SimStrut *S,int_T port,onst DimsInfo_T *dimsInfo){ printf("mdlSetOutputPortDimensionInfo(Analyzer)...");} /* End mdlSetOutputPortDimensionInfo */#define MDL_SET_INPUT_PORT_SAMPLE_TIMEstati void mdlSetInputPortSampleTime(SimStrut *S,int_T port,real_T sampleTime,real_T offsetTime){
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Source CodessSetInputPortSampleTime(S, port, sampleTime);ssSetInputPortOffsetTime(S, port, offsetTime);/* Use similar settings for sensor input port* and status/voltage output ports. */if (port == INPORTSENS) {ssSetOutputPortSampleTime(S, OUTSTATUS, sampleTime);ssSetOutputPortOffsetTime(S, OUTSTATUS, offsetTime);ssSetOutputPortSampleTime(S, OUTDISTANCE, sampleTime);ssSetOutputPortOffsetTime(S, OUTDISTANCE, offsetTime);ssSetOutputPortSampleTime(S, OUTLOWFREQSHARE, sampleTime);ssSetOutputPortOffsetTime(S, OUTLOWFREQSHARE, offsetTime);}} /* End mdlSetInputPortSampleTime */#define MDL_SET_OUTPUT_PORT_SAMPLE_TIMEstati void mdlSetOutputPortSampleTime(SimStrut *S,int_T port,real_T sampleTime,real_T offsetTime){}/* End mdlSetOutputPortSampleTime */stati void mdlInitializeSampleTimes(SimStrut *S){} /* End mdlInitializeSampleTimes */#define MDL_SET_WORK_WIDTHSstati void mdlSetWorkWidths(SimStrut *S){ int_T dftSize = ssGetInputPortDimensions(S, INPORTDFT)[0℄;int_T nChans = ssGetInputPortDimensions(S, INPORTDFT)[1℄;ssSetNumIWork(S, nChans); /* storage of statuses */ssSetNumDWork(S, 2);/* Alloate memory for Powerspetrum */ssSetDWorkWidth (S, 0, nChans*dftSize);ssSetDWorkDataType (S, 0, SS_DOUBLE);/* Alloate memory for LowFreqShare */ssSetDWorkWidth (S, 1, nChans);ssSetDWorkDataType (S, 0, SS_DOUBLE);
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E.3 DFT Analyzer S-function} /* End mdlSetWorkWidths */stati void mdlOutputs(SimStrut *S, int_T tid){ real_T *xVolt = (real_T *)ssGetInputPortSignal(S, INPORTSENS);real_T *yDist = ssGetOutputPortRealSignal(S, OUTDISTANCE);real_T *yStat = ssGetOutputPortSignal(S, OUTSTATUS);real_T *yLowFreqSh = ssGetOutputPortSignal(S, OUTLOWFREQSHARE);int_T InSenSampleTimeIdx= ssGetInputPortSampleTimeIndex(S, INPORTSENS);int_T nChans = ssGetInputPortDimensions(S, INPORTDFT)[1℄;int_T *statusWork = ssGetIWork(S);real_T *lowfreqshWork = ssGetDWork(S, 1);real_T *sensorSlope = mxGetPr(SENSOR_SLOPE);real_T *sensorBlindZone = mxGetPr(SENSOR_BLIND_ZONE);int_T ;/* ------At main sample rate------ */for ( = 0;  < nChans; ++) {/* Output Status Work vetor */yStat[℄ = statusWork[℄;/* Output Sensor Distane */yDist[℄ = (xVolt[℄ * sensorSlope[℄) + sensorBlindZone[℄;/* Output low frequeny share */yLowFreqSh[℄ = lowfreqshWork[℄;}} /* End mdlOutputs */#define MDL_UPDATEstati void mdlUpdate(SimStrut *S, int_T tid){ real_T *xDft = (real_T *)ssGetInputPortSignal(S, INPORTDFT);real_T *xVolt = (real_T *)ssGetInputPortSignal(S, INPORTSENS);int_T lowFreqBndCnt = mxGetPr(LOWFREQBAND_CNT)[0℄;real_T lowFreqThreshold = mxGetPr(LOWFREQ_SHARE_THRESHOLD)[0℄;real_T attenuationDer = mxGetPr(ATTENUATION_DECREASE)[0℄;real_T attenuationInr = mxGetPr(ATTENUATION_INCREASE)[0℄;int_T InDftSampleTimeIdx = ssGetInputPortSampleTimeIndex(S, INPORTDFT);int_T InSenSampleTimeIdx = ssGetInputPortSampleTimeIndex(S, INPORTSENS);int_T N = ssGetInputPortDimensions(S, INPORTDFT)[0℄;int_T nChans = ssGetInputPortDimensions(S, INPORTDFT)[1℄;int_T *statusWork = ssGetIWork(S);real_T *SxxWork = ssGetDWork(S, 0);
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Source Codereal_T *LowFreqShareWork = ssGetDWork(S, 1);real_T dftSampleTime = ssGetInputPortSampleTime(S, INPORTDFT);real_T T0 = N * dftSampleTime;real_T sum = 0.0;real_T sumLow = 0.0;real_T lowFreqShare;int_T , nOffset, i;/* ------At DFT inputport sample rate------ */if ssIsSampleHit(S, InDftSampleTimeIdx, tid) {/* Calulate power spetrum and share of lower frequenies */for ( = 0;  < nChans; ++) {nOffset = N * ;for (i=0; i < (N/2); i++) {/* alulate magnitude of omplex number *//* y[i℄ = sqrt(pow(x[i℄.re,2) + pow(x[i℄.im,2)) * (To / N); *//* orret omplex values X[k℄ --> X[f℄ */xDft[i + nOffset℄.im *= dftSampleTime / T0;xDft[i + nOffset℄.re *= dftSampleTime / T0;/* alulate auto power spetrum */SxxWork[i + nOffset℄ = (pow(xDft[i + nOffset℄.re,2) +pow(xDft[i + nOffset℄.im,2)) * (1.0/T0);sum += SxxWork[i + nOffset℄;if (i <= lowFreqBndCnt) {sumLow += SxxWork[i + nOffset℄;}}/* Prevent divide by zero */if (sum == 0.0) {sum = 1.0; sumLow = 0.0;}/* Attenuation of LowFreqShare signal */if (ssGetT(S) > BEGIN_TIME_ATTENUATION) {if ((sumLow/sum) - LowFreqShareWork[℄ < attenuationDer) {/* Fast dereasing */LowFreqShareWork[℄ += attenuationDer;}else if ((sumLow/sum) - LowFreqShareWork[℄ > attenuationInr) {/* Fast inreasing */LowFreqShareWork[℄ += attenuationInr;}else {/* Calulate Low frequeny share */
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E.3 DFT Analyzer S-functionLowFreqShareWork[℄ = sumLow / sum;}} else {LowFreqShareWork[℄ = sumLow / sum;}/* Determine status */if (LowFreqShareWork[℄ > lowFreqThreshold) {statusWork[℄ = 0;} else {if (ssGetT(S) > BEGIN_TIME_ATTENUATION) {statusWork[℄ = 1;} else {statusWork[℄ = 0;}}sumLow = 0.0; sum = 0.0;}/* end of hannel loop *//* Reset Sxx work vetor to zero */for (i = 0; i < (nChans * N); i++) {SxxWork[i℄ = 0.0;}#ifdef DEBUGprintf ("(%f) LowFreqShare = %f \t %f\n",ssGetT(S), LowFreqShareWork[0℄, LowFreqShareWork[1℄);#endif}} /* End mdlUpdate */stati void mdlTerminate(SimStrut *S){}#ifdef MATLAB_MEX_FILE#inlude "simulink."#else#inlude "g_sfun.h"#endif
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Source Code

E.4 Time-Domain Analyzer/*==============================================================================** HALOBJECT OPERATING SOFTWARE** Copyright () Halobjet-team 2005 Eindhoven, The Netherlands** Projet Name : Halobjet dft module* Soure Name : sfun_blindzonedetet.** Author : J.M. Dolsma* Author Original : J.M. Dolsma* Creation Date : 16-12-2005* Desription :* Blind zone detetion (time-domain based). Tab=3 Indent=3.**=============================================================================*/#define S_FUNCTION_LEVEL 2#define S_FUNCTION_NAME sfun_blindzonedetet#inlude <math.h>#inlude "simstru.h"/* Definition of some useful maros */#define OK_TO_CHECK_VAR(S, ARG) ((ssGetSimMode(S) != SS_SIMMODE_SIZES_CALL_ONLY) || !mxIsEmpty(ARG))#define IS_SCALAR(X) (mxGetNumberOfElements(X) == 1)#define PARWIDTH(X) (mxGetNumberOfElements(X))#define IS_NUMERIC(X) (mxIsNumeri(X))#define THROW_ERROR(S,MSG) {ssSetErrorStatus(S,MSG); return;}#define U(element) (*uPtrs[element℄)#define DEBUGLEVEL 0 /* 0=nothing; 1=general info 2=verbose */#define FREQ 1000 /* main sample frequeny */#define MAXAVERAGESIZE 500 /* onstraint on number of samples for averaging (per hannel) */#define MAXTIMEWINDOW 10 /* onstraint on the size of the time window for ounting edges (in seonds) *//* ====== Parameters ====== */enum { PAR_MEAN_SIZE, /* number of samples for averaging */PAR_EDGEHEIGHT, /* height of edges */PAR_THRESHOLD, /* threhold for edge density */PAR_TIMEWINDOW, /* timewindow of edge density */PAR_SHOWAVERAGEPORT, /* toggle average signal port on/off */PAR_SHOWEDGEPORT, /* toggle edge signal port on/off */PAR_SHOWEDGEDENSPORT, /* toggle edge density signal port on/off */NUM_PARS }; /* number of parameters *//* stati input & output ports */
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E.4 Time-Domain Analyzerenum { IN_VALUES = 0, NUMINPUTPORTS };enum { OUT_BLINDZONE = 0, NUMOUTPUTPORTS };/* workvetors */enum { MEANBUFFER = 0, MEANVALS, MEANBUFCNT, EDGEBUFFER, EDGEBUFCNT, NUMDWORK };enum { NUMIWORK = 0 };#define MEAN_SIZE ssGetSFnParam(S, PAR_MEAN_SIZE)#define EDGEHEIGHT ssGetSFnParam(S, PAR_EDGEHEIGHT)#define THRESHOLD ssGetSFnParam(S, PAR_THRESHOLD)#define TIMEWINDOW ssGetSFnParam(S, PAR_TIMEWINDOW)#define AVERAGEPORT ssGetSFnParam(S, PAR_SHOWAVERAGEPORT)#define EDGEPORT ssGetSFnParam(S, PAR_SHOWEDGEPORT)#define EDGEDENSPORT ssGetSFnParam(S, PAR_SHOWEDGEDENSPORT)/*--------------------------LOCAL FUNCTION--------------------------------------*/void UpdateBuffer(SimStrut *S,real_T *pBuf, /* pointer to buffer workvetor */int_T Channel, /* input hannel */int_T *pBufCnt, /* ounter for buffer position */int_T BufSize, /* size of buffer */int_T Offset, /* number of buffer values to skip for next hannel */real_T NewVal) /* new value to be added to buffer */{ /*onst real_T *pTimeWnd = mxGetPr(TIMEWINDOW);*/int_T i, ; = Channel;if (pBufCnt[℄ < BufSize) {pBuf[pBufCnt[℄ + Offset℄ = NewVal; /* append data */pBufCnt[℄+=1;} else {pBufCnt[℄=0;}if (DEBUGLEVEL == 2) { printf("\nBuffer update"); }}/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*//*====================** Chek Parameters **====================*/#ifdef MATLAB_MEX_FILE#define MDL_CHECK_PARAMETERSstati void mdlChekParameters(SimStrut *S){ int_T ParamWidth = PARWIDTH(MEAN_SIZE);int_T i;/*hek if dimensions of eah parameter is equal [nx1℄*/if ( PARWIDTH(MEAN_SIZE) != ParamWidth ||
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Source CodePARWIDTH(EDGEHEIGHT)!= ParamWidth ||PARWIDTH(TIMEWINDOW)!= ParamWidth ||PARWIDTH(THRESHOLD) != ParamWidth ) {THROW_ERROR(S, "\nError oured while heking sfuntion parameters: \All parameters must have equal dimensions [nx1℄, \(n = #hannels).");}/*hek if average size and threshold are integers*/for (i = 0; i < PARWIDTH(MEAN_SIZE); i++) {if (fmod(mxGetPr(MEAN_SIZE)[i℄, 1) != 0.0 ||fmod(mxGetPr(THRESHOLD)[i℄, 1) != 0.0 ) {THROW_ERROR(S, "\nError oured while heking sfuntion parameters: \Average Size and Threshold must be integers.");}}/*hek if average size is within bounds*/for (i = 0; i < PARWIDTH(MEAN_SIZE); i++) {if (mxGetPr(MEAN_SIZE)[i℄ > (real_T)MAXAVERAGESIZE) {THROW_ERROR(S, "\nError oured while heking sfuntion parameters: \Average size should be <= 500.");}if (mxGetPr(TIMEWINDOW)[i℄ > (real_T)MAXTIMEWINDOW) {THROW_ERROR(S, "\nError oured while heking sfuntion parameters: \Time window lenght should be <= 10 seonds.");}}}#endif/*====================** Proess Parameters **====================*/#define MDL_PROCESS_PARAMETERS#if defined(MDL_PROCESS_PARAMETERS) && defined(MATLAB_MEX_FILE)stati void mdlProessParameters(SimStrut *S){ int_T *pMeanBufCnt = ssGetDWork(S, MEANBUFCNT);int_T *pEdgeBufCnt = ssGetDWork(S, EDGEBUFCNT);onst int_T Channels = ssGetInputPortWidth(S,IN_VALUES);onst real_T *pMeanSize;int_T , i;for (=0;  < Channels; ++) {pMeanBufCnt[℄=0.0;pEdgeBufCnt[℄=0.0;}
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E.4 Time-Domain Analyzerif (DEBUGLEVEL==2){printf("\nParameter hange!!");}}#endif /* MDL_PROCESS_PARAMETERS *//*====================** Initialize Sizes **====================*/stati void mdlInitializeSizes(SimStrut *S) {int_T MeanSize = (int_T) mxGetPr(MEAN_SIZE)[0℄;int_T DynamiPorts= 0;int_T AverPort = mxGetPr(AVERAGEPORT)[0℄;int_T EdgePort = mxGetPr(EDGEPORT)[0℄;int_T EdgeDnsPort = mxGetPr(EDGEDENSPORT)[0℄;int_T i;ssSetNumSFnParams(S, NUM_PARS); /*number of input arguments*/#if defined(MATLAB_MEX_FILE)if (ssGetNumSFnParams(S) != ssGetSFnParamsCount(S)) return;mdlChekParameters(S);if (ssGetErrorStatus(S) != NULL) return;#endifssSetNumSampleTimes (S, 1);/* Inport: */if (!ssSetNumInputPorts (S, NUMINPUTPORTS)) return;ssSetInputPortWidth (S, IN_VALUES, DYNAMICALLY_SIZED);ssSetInputPortRequiredContiguous (S, IN_VALUES, 1);ssSetInputPortDiretFeedThrough (S, IN_VALUES, 1);/* Outport(s): */if (AverPort == 1) { DynamiPorts += 1; }if (EdgePort == 1) { DynamiPorts += 1; }if (EdgeDnsPort == 1){ DynamiPorts += 1; }if (!ssSetNumOutputPorts (S, NUMOUTPUTPORTS+DynamiPorts)) return;for (i = 0; i < NUMOUTPUTPORTS+DynamiPorts; i++) {ssSetOutputPortWidth (S, i, DYNAMICALLY_SIZED);}/* Work vetors: */ssSetNumDWork(S, DYNAMICALLY_SIZED);} /* End mdlInitializeSizes */
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Source Code/*=====================** Set Inputport Width **=====================*/#define MDL_SET_INPUT_PORT_WIDTHstati void mdlSetInputPortWidth(SimStrut *S, int portIndex, int width){ ssSetInputPortWidth(S, portIndex, width);}/*=====================** Set Outputport Width **=====================*/#define MDL_SET_OUTPUT_PORT_WIDTHstati void mdlSetOutputPortWidth(SimStrut *S, int portIndex, int width){ ssSetOutputPortWidth(S, portIndex, width);}/*=========================** Initialize Sample Times **=========================*/stati void mdlInitializeSampleTimes(SimStrut *S){ ssSetSampleTime(S, 0, INHERITED_SAMPLE_TIME);ssSetOffsetTime(S, 0, 0.0);} /* End mdlInitializeSampleTimes *//*====================** Set Work Width **====================*/#define MDL_SET_WORK_WIDTHSstati void mdlSetWorkWidths(SimStrut *S){ /*int_T MeanSize = mxGetPr(MEAN_SIZE)[0℄;*//* onst real_T *pTimeWnd, *pMeanSize; */int_T nChans = ssGetInputPortWidth(S,IN_VALUES);/*pTimeWnd = mxGetPr(TIMEWINDOW);*//*pMeanSize = mxGetPr(MEAN_SIZE);*/int_T i, Size;ssSetNumDWork(S, NUMDWORK);/* Averaging Buffer */Size = 0;for (i = 0; i < nChans; i++) { Size += MAXAVERAGESIZE; }
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E.4 Time-Domain AnalyzerssSetDWorkWidth (S, MEANBUFFER, Size);ssSetDWorkDataType (S, MEANBUFFER, SS_DOUBLE);/* Average values */ssSetDWorkWidth (S, MEANVALS, nChans);ssSetDWorkDataType (S, MEANVALS, SS_DOUBLE);/* Average ounters */ssSetDWorkWidth (S, MEANBUFCNT, nChans);ssSetDWorkDataType (S, MEANBUFCNT, SS_DOUBLE);/* Edgedetetions Buffer */Size= 0;for (i = 0; i < nChans; i++) { Size += (int_T)(MAXTIMEWINDOW*FREQ); }ssSetDWorkWidth (S, EDGEBUFFER, Size );ssSetDWorkDataType (S, EDGEBUFFER, SS_DOUBLE);/* Edgedetetion ounters */ssSetDWorkWidth (S, EDGEBUFCNT, nChans);ssSetDWorkDataType (S, EDGEBUFCNT, SS_DOUBLE);} /* End mdlSetWorkWidths *//*================** Mdl Start **================*/#define MDL_STARTstati void mdlStart(SimStrut *S){ onst real_T *pMeanSize, *pEdgeHeight, *pTimeWindow, *pThreshold;int_T numParam = mxGetNumberOfElements(MEAN_SIZE);real_T *pMeanVals = ssGetDWork(S, MEANVALS);real_T *pMeanBuf = ssGetDWork(S, MEANBUFFER);real_T *pMeanBufCnt = ssGetDWork(S, MEANBUFCNT);real_T *pEdgeBufCnt = ssGetDWork(S, EDGEBUFCNT);real_T *pEdgeBuf = ssGetDWork(S, EDGEBUFFER);int_T i;pMeanSize = mxGetPr(MEAN_SIZE);pEdgeHeight = mxGetPr(EDGEHEIGHT);pTimeWindow = mxGetPr(TIMEWINDOW);pThreshold = mxGetPr(THRESHOLD);if (DEBUGLEVEL == 1) {printf("---BlindZoneDetetion---");for (i = 0; i < numParam; i++) {printf("\n\n~-=>Channel %d<=-~", i);printf("\n Meansize = %d", (int_T)pMeanSize[i℄);printf("\n Edgeheight = %2.2f", pEdgeHeight[i℄);
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Source Codeprintf("\n TimeWindow = %d", (int_T)pTimeWindow[i℄);printf("\n Threshold = %d", (int_T)pThreshold[i℄);}}/* initialize workvetors */for (i = 0; i < ssGetDWorkWidth(S, MEANVALS); i++) { pMeanVals[i℄ = 0.0; }for (i = 0; i < ssGetDWorkWidth(S, MEANBUFFER); i++) { pMeanBuf[i℄ = 0.0; }for (i = 0; i < ssGetDWorkWidth(S, MEANBUFCNT); i++) { pMeanBufCnt[i℄ = 0.0; }for (i = 0; i < ssGetDWorkWidth(S, EDGEBUFCNT); i++) { pEdgeBufCnt[i℄ = 0.0; }for (i = 0; i < ssGetDWorkWidth(S, EDGEBUFFER); i++) { pEdgeBuf[i℄ = 0.0; }printf("Blindzone detetion module started\n");} /* End mdlStart *//*=============** Mdl Outputs **=============*/stati void mdlOutputs(SimStrut *S, int_T tid){ int_T *pMeanBufCnt = ssGetDWork(S, MEANBUFCNT);int_T *pEdgeBufCnt = ssGetDWork(S, EDGEBUFCNT);real_T *pMeanBuf = ssGetDWork(S, MEANBUFFER);real_T *pMeanVals = ssGetDWork(S, MEANVALS);real_T *pEdgeBuf = ssGetDWork(S, EDGEBUFFER);onst real_T *u = ssGetInputPortRealSignal(S, IN_VALUES);onst real_T *pMeanSize, *pEdge, *pTimeWnd, *pThreshold;onst int_T Channels = ssGetInputPortWidth(S,IN_VALUES);int_T AverPort = mxGetPr(AVERAGEPORT)[0℄;int_T EdgePort = mxGetPr(EDGEPORT)[0℄;int_T EdgDnsPort = mxGetPr(EDGEDENSPORT)[0℄;int_T MeanSize, MeanOffset;int_T EdgeBufSize, EdgeOffset, EdgeFound, EdgeCnt;int_T , i, PortNr;real_T Mean, EdgeHeight, *yAver, *yEdge, *yEdgeDens, EdgeDens, *yBlindZ;pMeanSize = mxGetPr(MEAN_SIZE);pEdge = mxGetPr(EDGEHEIGHT);pTimeWnd = mxGetPr(TIMEWINDOW);pThreshold = mxGetPr(THRESHOLD);MeanOffset = 0; EdgeOffset = 0;EdgeHeight = 0.0; EdgeCnt = 0;PortNr = 0;/* get pointers to output ports */yBlindZ = ssGetOutputPortRealSignal(S, OUT_BLINDZONE);PortNr = NUMOUTPUTPORTS;if (AverPort == 1) {
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E.4 Time-Domain AnalyzeryAver = ssGetOutputPortRealSignal(S, PortNr);PortNr++;}if (EdgePort == 1) {yEdge = ssGetOutputPortRealSignal(S, PortNr);PortNr++;}if (EdgDnsPort == 1) {yEdgeDens = ssGetOutputPortRealSignal(S, PortNr);PortNr++;}/* hannel loop */for ( = 0;  < Channels; ++) {MeanSize = (int_T)pMeanSize[℄;Mean = 0.0;EdgeCnt = 0;/* update average buffer */UpdateBuffer(S, pMeanBuf, , pMeanBufCnt, MeanSize , MeanOffset, u[℄);/*printf("\nChannel %d BufferCount: %d", , pMeanBufCnt[℄);*//* alulate average */for (i = 0; i < MeanSize; i++) {Mean += pMeanBuf[i + MeanOffset℄;}Mean /= pMeanSize[℄;/* write value to output port (if enabled) */if (AverPort == 1) { yAver[℄ = Mean; }/* determine edgeheight */EdgeHeight = pMeanVals[℄ - Mean;/* store mean values */pMeanVals[℄ = Mean;/* detet edge */if (fabs(EdgeHeight) > pEdge[℄) {EdgeFound = 1;if (DEBUGLEVEL == 2) {printf("\n\t %d : (%2.3f) |Height| = %f --> Edge found!" ,  ,ssGetT(S), fabs(EdgeHeight) );}} else {EdgeFound = 0;if (DEBUGLEVEL == 2) {printf("\n\t %d : (%2.3f) |Height| = %f", , ssGetT(S), fabs(EdgeHeight) );
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Source Code}}if (EdgePort == 1) { yEdge[℄ = EdgeFound; }/* store found edges in buffer and determine number ofedges within the speified time window */EdgeBufSize = pTimeWnd[℄ * FREQ;UpdateBuffer(S, pEdgeBuf, , pEdgeBufCnt, EdgeBufSize, EdgeOffset, EdgeFound);/* alulate edge density */for (i = EdgeOffset; i < EdgeOffset+EdgeBufSize; i++) {if (pEdgeBuf[i℄ == 1.0) {EdgeCnt++;}}EdgeDens = EdgeCnt / pTimeWnd[℄;if (DEBUGLEVEL == 2) { printf("\n\t %d : EdgeCnt = %d \t EdgeDens = %f",  ,EdgeCnt, EdgeDens); }if (EdgDnsPort == 1) { yEdgeDens[℄ = EdgeDens; }/* determine blind zone */if (EdgeDens > pThreshold[℄) {yBlindZ[℄ = 1;} else {yBlindZ[℄ = 0;}MeanOffset += MeanSize;EdgeOffset += EdgeBufSize;} /* end of hannel loop */} /* End mdlOutputs *//*===============** Mdl Terminate **===============*/stati void mdlTerminate(SimStrut *S){ printf("Blindzone detetion module stopped\n");}#ifdef MATLAB_MEX_FILE /* Is this file being ompiled as a MEX-file? */#inlude "simulink." /* MEX-file interfae mehanism */#else#inlude "g_sfun.h" /* Code generation registration funtion */#endif
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E.4 Time-Domain Analyzer/* [EOF℄ */
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